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About us 
Shandong Hengmei Better Ennovation Euipment Co., Ltd is located on 

east of Jinan, the capital of shandong province, on the west of porcelain capital 

Zibo. On the north is 309 national highway, on the south is Jinan-Qingdao 

highway. Strategic location, convenient traffic, cultural heritage is a national 

important production base for energy equipment. 

Hengmei Better is an enterprise of research and development, 

manufacturing, training, international trade as a whole. Main products:  

1. pelleting and briquetting equipment such as flat die pellet mill, ring die 

pellet mill and efficient pellet mill. 

2. Cutting, crushing quipments;  

3. Air-flow dryer, drum dryer, cooler etc  

4. Screener, conveyor etc other products.  

All products have passed technical appraisal and recognition of the 

relevant state departments and enjoy very good reputation in the market. With 

the help of universities, by virtue of advanced technology and scientific 

management, research and development of pelletizing stalk, wood and 

briquetting stalk etc new energy equipment, especially the "taper-shaped 

roller" . 

Flat Die Pellet briquetting machine due to the unique structure, big 

pressure, low energy consumption, high efficiency, it has gotten the national 

patent, and quickly cover the national market. Especially today’s shortage of 

energy, Hengmei’s products have been exported to the world with foreign 

customers. 

Hengmei has aim of satisfactory service, quality project, belief of super 

technology, leading trend, business ethics of profession, focus, integrity and 

practicality, ambition of benefit to mankind, serving the country. let us hand in 
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hand with guests and friends to depicte a better blueprint.
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I. Introduction 

Our company produces the ZLPM series pellet mill, which absorb elite of 

Germany KAHL pellet mill, the heart parts “die” and “rollers” are made by 

high alloy steel wear resistant material according to different materials, have 

long lifetime. The transmission parts adopt auto differential, drum juncture or 

universal joint drive. Little noise, low energy consumption, high efficiency and 

easy operation the series pellet mills were developed elaborately to be our 

patent products. The products are applied to large-sized, medium-sized and 

small bio-mass energy fuel plants, wood working factory, municipal refuse 

cleaning plant, organic fertilizer plant, chemical plant, animal feed plant and 

fishery etc. With low investment, quick effective, no risk, our pellet mills are 

the most ideal compact shaped equipments.  

II. Main Characteristics 

ZLPM series pellet mills are produced with special technologies. The pellets 

made by our pellet mills have higher density and combustion value.  

1. The specifications of pellet can be adjusted by changing dies with different 

diameters and compression ratios.  

2. The pellets have smooth surface, suitable density and higher curing degree. 

3.  This machine can make starch pasting, protein coagulating or denaturizing,  

and improve the nutritional quality of feed pellets,  which is easy to digest 

and absorb, meanwhile kill the pathogenic germ and parasite.  

4. By changing ratios of die, this fertilizer pellets can raise temperature higher 
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instantaneously to reach the standard of low temperature making pellets 

( below 60℃), so can make low temperature pelletizing such as the organic 

fertilizer, bio-fertilizer, compound fertilizer etc. 

III. Main parameter  

Technical parameters of flat-die(ZLPM) series pellet mill (chart 1) 

IV.  Structure and Work Principles 

(1) Structure 

ZLPM series pellet mills are consisted of motor (or diesel engine), drive shaft, 

gear box, vertical shaft, flat die, roller, hoppr, knives and outlet. 

(2) Work Principles 

ZLPM series Pellet mills are on the base of machinery circular motion, motor 
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80℃  
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sawdust80℃  
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30-60℃  

 

 

 

 

 

13-25％  

 

0.05 / 

120 4/2.2-3 (4HP）  380/220 120 0.05-0.1 / 

150 4/7.5（12HP）   

 

 

 

 

380 

150 0.15-0.3 / 

200 4/11（18HP）  193 0.3-0.5 0.05-0.1 

250 4/15（22HP）  250  

 

 

1.5-12 

0.4-0.6 0.08-0.12 

280 4/22（32HP）     

300 4/30（45HP）  300 0.5-0.8 0.1-0.3 

2-350 4/30（50HP）  350 0.6-1 / 

3-350 8/37（55HP）  350 0.1 0.2-0.4 

2-450 4/45（63HP）  450 1-1.5 / 

3-450 8/55（77HP）   

760 

450 1.5-2 0.5-0.8 

3-550 8/90（135HP）  550 1.8-2.5 1-2 

3-800 4/132-160  

1480 

800 3-5 1.5-2.5 

4-1200 4/315 1200 4-8 2-3 
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or diesel engine as power to drive the drive shaft. It passes gear  to main shaft 

and flat die, and rub rollers to move. Under the pressure of rollers, the materials 

are extruded in the die holes, and finished pellets come out of  outlet through 

knives’ fragment.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

 

 

 

1. Hopper    2. Cover of pressing room    
3. Adjusting screw            4. Lifting 

lug   

5. Oil nipple                       6. 
Base cover 

7. Angle iron bracket       8. Motor 

support 
9. knife       10. Outlet     11. Belt 

wheel    

12. Left-hand screw of wheel 

1. Roller assembly  2. Left-hand screw       
3. Die                   4. Kick-out 

device   

5. Vertical shaft   6. Up Sealing cover   
7. Bearing            8. Bearing 

9. Left-hand screw  10. Under sealing 

cover 
 

 

 

1.Bearing   ;2.Roller bearing                        1.Base,  2.Round gear 

case ;3.PouringOrifice 

3.Left-hand screw;4.Die                               4.Outlet;  5.Gearing 
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room   ;6.Lifting lug  

5.Main shaft distance bushing                      7.Stock Bin;8.Hopper;     9.Gear 

drive assemble 

6.Kick-out device;    7.Sealing cover                           10. Universal spindle coupling ;  11. 

Guard cover 

8.Bearing;        9.Vertical shaft                                         12.Electronic control box;           

13.Motor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.Roller;2.Gearing ;3.Gearing of roller               1.Base,  2.Round gear case; 

3.PouringOrifice 

4.Left-hand screw;5.Die;6.Kick-out device        4.Outlet;  5.Gearing room;   

6.Pelleting room 

7.Sealing cover;8 gearing .9. Vertical Shaft                         7.Adjusting screw,                             

8.Hopper 

10.Gearing                                                                                  9.Gear 

drive assemble    10.Universal spindle coupling  

                                                                                        

11.Guard cover   12. Motor   13. Electronic control box 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Adjusting screw     2. Lifting lug 

3. Cover of pressing room   

4. Outlet             5. Base 

cover    

6. Cover of gear box   

7. Base      8. Joint of motor           

9. Main motor  10. Motor of oil 

pump 
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ZLPM2-350、450  Exterior Structure 

 

                                               

 

 

1. Roller assembly       2. Anti-wire 

nut   

3. Die                            

4. Vertical shaft  

5. Kick-out device            6. Bearing 

3226 

 7.Bearing 6416            8. 

Pot-angle gear  

9. Bearing 32216   10. Bearing 32216 11.Awl shaped gear  12.Bearing 31311×2  

13. Bearing NF307 

ZLPM2-350、450  Interior Structure 

 

 

 

 

 

ZLPM3-350, 450,550 model : external and internal structure 

1. Screwing pillar   2. Inlet circle   3. head cover   4. Roller Bin      5. Roller 

assembly  

6. Outlet bin    7.Bearing chamber  8.Gear box      9. Base              10. 

Gear pump    

11. Motor       12. Guidepost       13. Suspension link     14. Die      15. 

Bearing  
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16. Bearing    17. Bearing    18. Spline hub        19. Spline shaft     20. 

Differential  

21. Pressure plate of gear box       22. Clamp nut         23. Main shaft  

24. Round nut for tighting die       25. Roller axle 

 


